Fully automated and fast image analysis of autoradiographs with a TAS-Leitz. Determination of size, Feulgen fluorescence and grain counts of individual nuclei and their evaluation by a simplified cluster analysis.
A fully automatic analysis system based on television image analysis was developed to measure simultaneously three parameters in individual nuclei of microscopic autoradiographs prepared from mouse jejunal crypt cell squashes and ascites tumor cell smears: size, Feulgen fluorescence and reflection from silver grains. A dark light camera with an image intensified silicon tube (RCA-ISIT), an automatic scanning stage and an autofocus device were fitted to a Leitz-TAS microscope. The camera permitted localization of Feulgen stained nuclei and measurement of area and light intensity by means of incident of light fluorescence in the red. After automatic changes of the Opak-illuminator silver grains were determined by means of polarized incident light reflected from the grains in the blue. A 25 X oil objective (aperture 0.75) yielded sufficient resolution for measurements. The nadir between the proportions of labeled and unlabeled nuclei was calculated from the data of one specimen on a PDP-computer using a new algorithm based on the minimal variance of the logarithm of reflected light per nucleus. Labeling indices determined by visual grain counting and by automatic analysis of the autoradiographs were well correlated (r = 0.87 to 0.92). Visual grain counts/nucleus and reflected light/nucleus correlated well when individual nuclei were compared (r = 0.92 to 0.97) or means of labeled nuclei of various specimens prepared during a 5 year period (r = 0.90 to 0.93). Quenching of nuclear Feulgen fluorescence was minimal. The optimal labeling range is 30-100 grain counts/nucleus. The time interval between measurements of two specimens was 25 min for a squash of approximately 350 crypt cells within a 3 mm X 3 mm field, and 20 min for a meandering scan with 1,000 ascites tumor cells.